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EFFICIENT LASER LIGHT ABSORPTION BY ION ACOUSTIC FLUCTUATIONS

This Letter presents a new absorption mechanism which gives efficient

absorption of intense light by a laser produced p lasma. The basic idea is

that in absorption, the laser energy flux is converted into an electron

thermal energy flux Q flowing into the plasma. In order for charge

neutrality to be maintained , there must be a return current of low velocity

electrons flowing toward the laser (in the negative x direction). This

return current excites ion acoustic waves, also propagating toward the laser.

The laser light then experiences enhanced collisional damping on these ion

density fluctuations in the underdense p lasma. The absorption of the laser

light then creates that very electron thermal energy flux which was required

in the first place.”2’3 Values of Q/nniv~ are small enough that a fluid

F model (dominated by anomalous transport) is valid. Finally, we show that a

magnetized plasma should give both higher absorption and also remove some of

the approximations inherent in the calculations presented here for an

unmagnetized plasma.

Results of our theory seem to be in good qualitative agreement with man y

absorption , scattering and x-ray measurements at NRL.4 7  It would be very

difficult to explain these measurements by resonant absorption.8 The

measurements consistently show high fractional absorption (in excess of 5O~)

wh ich is rela tively independent of both polar ization and angle of inc idence.5

In add ition , N’RL experiments indicate a fairly smooth critical surface for

dis tance scales above about one micron~
7 Also light absorption by enhanced

ion dens ity f luctuations would not tend to strongly produce non thermal

electrons. Energy flux is found to be carried principally by electrons at

Note : Manuscript submitted November 23, 1976.
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about two or three times the thermal speed. This also seems to be in

agreement with hard x-ray measurements.4’6 Finally , layered target

experiments4 indicate a value of Q/nmv less than C.2 which is also in

agreement with our calculations . We now describe our calculations , and

will close by giving more detailed comparisons with experimental results.

The relevant steady state fluid equations have been written out and discussed

elsewhere.’ ~‘~e su ar ize then here as:

(a)

/E~~+ E 2\  w2
i. r 1  pe

— Te ‘~‘an 8~ / ç~ (b)

2

~ nT2 + —
~~ (neE + ~ ~ 2~ 2 ~~ tE~ + E2J) = C~~ (c)

(1)

nv = const . (d)

nMv + nT~, - neE - C Ce)

nvT~ + nT~ - CTe

where E is the ambipolar electric f ield. E
~ (r) is the intensity of the

incident (reflected ) laser light, Q is the electron theraal energy flux in

the x direction, C~ is the laser Iigb~ frequency, Van is the anomalous

collision frequency, ~nd ~~~~ CT : Cc~ are quasi-linear collision terms which

describe the. tlectron ,niomentum, thermal energy and thermal energy flux loss



due to interactions with unstable waves. In Eq. lc , the effects of

ponderomotive force have been included. All, other notation is standard.

Coupled to this fluid system are equations for the incident and

reflected laser light and also equations for the unstable ion acoustic

waves. These are

~ - 

~~
‘)

~ 
“
~ (r) - 

~~ an~~~ ~~~~~ (2)

where 8 is the angle of incidence of the laser light and

L. l
em(k)

!

2 
= 2 (v/(v — (TeIm)~

)) ¶
e~,(k)

1

where v is the growth ~~~~
The final quantities to specify are 

~~~ C1~ , C~~ and V
an e The

quantity Van depends on the component of k in the direction of ~~ 
(for

instance the y direction). Thus the angular spectrum of the ion acoustic

fluctuations is needed. We make use of results of many numerical

sissalations of ion acoustic turbulence in two dimensions,9 which show a

cone of unstabl. waves out to an angle of between about ~i’5 and 60 degrees.

We use this basic result and assume a three dimensional conical spectrum

uniform to angl. up to 550 to the x axis a~d then dropping sharply to zero .

Making this assu~~tion , we find~’

1~~~~~O O i  j 
~~~~~~~~~

Jj
I 1 
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Van = ~~~ 

(

~~~~~~
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~~~~~ 
(

~~~~
)3icx~

mitt

_ _ _  

2 
(L~)

where k and k are the minimum and maximtim wave numbers included in theInin max

summation. In our calculations we take k = 0 .75 lc_ and k . = k /9max v mm max

The C’s are calculated as in Ref . 1, only making the same conical

approximation to the wave spectrum.

Now it is worthwhile pointing out that if a transverse magnetic field

exists, as is usually the case for laser light focused on a slab~° the

ion acoustic wave no longer propagates parallel to ~~~, but parallel to

Thus not only would ~~~~~~~ increase , but also there would be no need to make

any approximations concerning the angular width of the spectrum. In a

future publ ication, we plan to discuss the problem of absorption in a

magnetic field.

Equations 1 through L~ are a coupled set of equations which we solve

numerically starting at x = 0 and integrating backwards towards the laser.

As initial values, we start with parameters characteristic of the low

density shelf as explained in Ref. 12, and~~~~i~~~ = i0~~. At a given

subcr itical dens ity, the flow velocity v, and VOS
/V
e 
are determIned.12

Also E~ = E2 at x = 0. Choosing an elec tron tempera ture is then essentially

equivalent to choosing an incident laser pow&. The remaining initial

4 
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parameters to be specified are Ti/Te and Q. The parameter Q(x = C) is

found by iteration so that Q(x = -~
) = 0.

Results are shown in Fig. la-d. Figure la shows the spatial dependence

of T , Q, E~ , E
2 and[E 

e~c(k),2] wher e T (x = 0) = 12 keV , 
-

T
1 

(C)/ T (0~ = 1/30, w2 (C-)/c~
2 

= Q.7, and 9 = 0. Following E~ back to -~~~,

we see that the incident laser flux is i0~~ W/czn
2, Q(C)/nmv~(0) 0.1, and

the absorption efficiency is 66~. The unstable wave spectrum peaks at

about k — kDf2. The electrons which principally absorb the laser light have

velocity — 01/k — )Ve so that an energetic tail is not expected to be
substantially produced. Figure lb shows the absorption efficiency as a

function of density on the low density shelf assuming Te
(C) = 12 keV and

T (0)/T (0) = 30. Figure Ic shows values of Q(0)/ nmv3d’.O) ,  T (C) and absorptione i e e
ef f ic iency  as a function of laser power where n(0) = 0 .5 ncr and

Te (C)/ Ti(C) 30. The high temperatures calculated here, of course , exist

onl y in fron t of the critical surface. At higher densities , the t emperature

would be much lower . Figure id shows the absorption efficiency as a function

of angle for n (C) = 0.5 ttcrCOS
2
~ 

(see Ref . 12) , Te (0)/T i (O) = 30 and

T (C ) = 12 keV (the incident laser f lux  was in the vicinity of 2 X lG~~ W/cm2) ,

The fractional absorption would be substantially increased at higher power

and/ or with ~~gher density shelves as is apparent from Figs. lb and lc.

To summarize , our results show good absorption by the thermal part of

the distribution function which is nearly independent of both polarization

and angle , and with Q/nmv~ of typ ically about 0.1. Finall y, we wish to poin t

out that similar results results were found by numerical simulations.13

5 
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We will now discuss more fully some of the related experimental results.

Figure le (taken from Ref . 5) show s the ref lec ted light as a function

of angle of incidence and polarization, for laser irradiance of 5 X 10 15 W/cm4.

Notice that the absorption efficiency is not strongly dependent on either

polarization or angle of incidence for tilt angle less than about 60t ; just

as predicted in Fig. id.

We now discuss the ‘~elevance of an experiment in which the transport of

energy was studied at an irradiance of lC~~ W/ cm2 through a thin layer of

polystyrene into an 
~1uminuxn substrate.

4 The intensity of aluminum line

radiation is shown as a func’-ion of polystyrene thickness in Fig. lf . The

absorbed energy flux Q is ~easured. Assuming a particular value for Q/nmv

then allows one to calculate the average electron energy near the critical

surface . Since the laser energy must ultimate heat the electrons in the

polystyrene to this energy , one can calculate how much laser energy,

at given irradiance, is needed to just burn through a given layer of

polystyrene (i.e., to cut off the aluminum line radiation).

A value of Q/ nmv3 of about 0.1 is consistent with the upper limit of

Q/ ntrN~ — 0 , 2 inferred from the dependence of Al x-ray radiation to polystyrene

thickness shown in Fig. lf .4

The experimental situation is closely one dimensional. The asynanetry

of specularly reflected light indicates that, on the average, the center of

the critical surface bulges by only about 1 it compared to the half energy

content focal diameter of 30 ~. However , Fourier analysis of the specularly

reflected light does show enhanced density fluctuations near 1 .t,
7 which is

close to the peak ion fluctuation wavelength.

Finally, we would like to make a few remarks on hard x-ray da ta. Our

own~~ and other theories8 have shown that resonant absorption creates electron

6
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d i s t r ibu t ions  having non thermal tai ls  extending from about 3w8 to 6 or 7w 8.

If l0~~ W/cm 2 is c onducted by the electrons and Q/nmv 3 — u .2 as indicated

in Ref . 14 , then the thermal energy is about 6 keV~ Thus the non thermal tail

would extend from about 60 keV to about 300 key. The layered target

experiments and others~ show very few hard x-rays above ICC keV . Thus there

appears to be no indication of a strong superthermal tail to the electron

distribution function.

In sunmary then, there are good theoretical and experimental indications

that light absorption by enhanced ion density fluctuations is a very

important process for laser fusion.
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